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"Fletcher, there are about twenty Essential Detox Pills in this flask and it's made specifically for the Dragon Guards in the

western region. Please distribute them to your team, just in case," Leon handed Fletcher a jade flask.

"It's fine! Mister Wolf, we came prepared as well! We hired an extremely talented doctor in the western region to produce the

Detox Paste, which should be sufficient in countering the effect of the Reaper's Breath!" Fletcher said and shook his head.

"Detox Paste? What's that?” Leon was surprised to learn that Fletcher already found a solution, but soon came to realize that

given how powerful the Reaper's Breath was and that even Alfred went through the lengths of seeking Leon's help, it was normal

for the western region branch to seek the help of other medical experts to maximize their chance in defeating the Poisonwielder.

However, there was no telling whether the Essential Detox Pills or the Detox Paste worked better.

"This is the Detox paste," Fletcher said as he took out a small jar that contained a white paste.

Leon took a whiff at the paste and instantly noticed that it was made with Ganoderma and licorice; such a combination would

produce a paste that would counter the effect of most poison and work in similar ways as the Essential Detox Pills Leon

produced.

The only difference was that Leon's Essential Detox Pills used a three- hundred-year-old Ganoderma along with a list of other

valuable ingredients and all herbs were merged with Leon's spiritual energy, which made the pills at least ten times more

effective than the Detox paste Fletcher possessed; the Detox paste was only made with a few ingredients and ordinary

Ganoderma and would be the effect on poisons made with Jimsonweed or aconite.

To conclude, the overall effectiveness of the Detox paste fell short when compared to the Essential Detox Pills. If the Reaper’s

Breath produced by the Poisonwielder contained Jimsonweed or aconite, the Detox paste would be effective; but if the poison

contained other ingredients, Leon's Essential Detox Pills would be more effective.

"Mister Wolf, if your team needs the Detox paste, we can distribute a few jars to you," Fletcher offered with a smile.

Like the other members of the western region Dragon Corps, Fletcher thought that Leon was bragging about the effect of the

Essential Detox Pills as well.

He hired an extremely famed doctor in the western region to produce the Detox paste, so he had more faith in the doctor he

hired than in Leon.

None of the members of the western region of Dragon Corp took Leon seriously.

"It's fine. We only need the Essential Detox Pills," Leon shook his head and refused the offering.

Though the Detox paste worked better on poison made with Jimsonweed or aconite, Leon had reason to believe that an

infamous criminal like the Poisonwielder would not use ordinary ingredients such as Jimsonweed and aconite. Hence, Leon felt

more confident in the Essential Detox Pills he produced.
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